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In this magazine you will see
Stephanie Bartolo tells you how you can make simple changes to how you think about fashion, that ultimately benefits
our environment. Steph is an expert on all things fashion and
makeup, regularly freelancing as a makeup artist. Steph regularly shops the newest trends to keep an updated wardrobe, yet
takes pride in doing it in the most eco-friendly way possible, and
rarely throws anything away.

Christian Bradford gives you an inside scoop on
brands that are making changes to save our planet. Christian is
an avid op-shop hunter during his weekends, he is passionate
about how the fashion industry can be encouraged to be more
socially-concious, whether it be the new science behind environmentally-friendly fabrics, raising the working conditions of
garment makers, or how consumerism is affecting the industry.
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We aim for it to be both entertaining and visually appealing.This magazine is for readers that
are socially-conscious fashionistas that aim to rule the world- one high heeled step at a time.
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THE EARTH IS BEGGING YOU TO STOP BUYING INTO
FAST FASHION
Limiting your spending to staple wardrobe pieces benefits your bank account and our environment. Stylist Melanie
Billings discusses how you can be conscientious and make eco-friendly fashionista choices.
Written by Stephanie Bartolo

In the age where individuals get dozens of plastic surgery procedures to
look like barbie it is no secret most people want to look like their idol
celebrity. But one new development takes it way to far. Fast fashion brands
certainly aren’t new but in the last year or two have taken over the fashion
production world and now the waste they produce is posing an extreme
threat to our environment.
Instagram and online companies such as Meshki, Fashion Nova and Shein
produce a weekly changeover of trends and behind the scenes the harsh
reality is our planet cannot keep up with the endless demand.
Fashion wastage isn’t a new problem, but it’s real and unavoidable.
Co-founder of activist group Fashion Revolution says the destruction of unsold clothes and accessories is fashion’s “dirtiest open secret” as thousands
upon thousands of items are sent to landfill everyday. High end designers
are destroy stock in order to not have to heavily discount any of the
pieces, as this is not in keeping with their brand.

hhhg

It is a vicous cycle, brands skip steps in production in order to save time
and money and in turn the planet suffers. A solution was sought and
regulations and checks were placed on brands in order to limit the amount
of wastage they produce. At the very least it became a name and shame
sort of scenario.

Tonnes of clothing dumped into the ocean is just as bad as billions of plastic
bottles floating along the shores.
In 2017 more than 360,000 kg of clothing was dumped into a landfill every
hour, and that is just Australia.
Melanie Billings recently completed her associate degree in textile
merchandising and fashion. She often deals more with the business side of
fashion such as sourcing, buying and product development.
“I think companies need to be aware what they’re doing and how it harms the
environment”, she says. “ At uni a class we did was global impacts, learning all
about how the fashion industry effects the environment, to teach us to go into
industry with skills to address this.”
Billings says everyone can reduce their footprint by implementing a little restriction in their daily shopping habits. She says investing in staples is a win-win
for you and the environment.

Companies began donating last seasons wear in an effort to make sure the
clothes were reused, to save face.
A summit was held in 2017 to initiate change in the production of fashion
and limit the amount of materials that are difficult to recycle or break
down.

Photo courtesy of Melanie Billings Instagram
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Our attitude towards fashion waste needs to be adjusted.
According to The Edge Fashion Industry Statistics consumers in the UK have
an estimated $46.7 billion of unworn clothes stashed away in their closets.The
statistics also show that the clothing and textile industry is the second largest
polluter in the world, responsible for 20 percent of global waste water.

“I’m not massive on companies such as Boohoo, that produce masses of
clothes, but I really feel so many fast fashion brands lack quality. I’m in a big
stage of buying vintage as I just believe there are so many clothes out there I’d
prefer to recycle. As well as this i’ve avoided buying cheap trend clothes and
saving up to buy better quality brands. I’d prefer to save up and buy a $300
jacket that will last then a trendy jacket that will get a hole in it after a few
But these circulatory targets do not do enough. The demand for clothes has wears.”
only increased and it seems as though there are 15 new trends everyday
that require companies to produce more stock.
And if all else fails Billings urges people to consider and evaluate where you
buy your pieces from.
The desire for items to be distributed so quickly means there is very little
care put into not only the quality of the product but also how it is made or “There are companies like H&M realesing big sustainability reports, and doing
how it is discardedin the long-term. With countless pieces being churned
heaps to effect the CO2 levels they are producing. I’m a big believer in putting
out in the next few decades we can expect it to take its toll on the environ- back into the environment what you take out. There are a heap of companies
ment.
that now partner with an organisation that plants a tree for every $1 donated.
Which I think is beautiful idea to help balance out C02. As well as this H&M
So how do we stop the cycle and reduce the fashion industry’s impact?
offer recycle points for people to recycle any clothes. All steps helping to
Well it is as much about the companies efforts as it is the consumers -yep
reduce waste and help the environment”.
looking at you.
So if you want to be part of the change in keeping our planet’s environment
Madeline Donis, Country Road customer service worker and a self-consafe, when purchasing your 30th graphic t-shirt consider who you are
fessed shopaholic says she rarely gives a thought to her impact on
buying it from and whether it is an integral part of your wardrobe.
the earth.
You don’t have to discontinue your love for fashion just redirect your love to
“No I don’t ever really consider the environmental impact of clothes, is that brands that are doing their bit for the environment.
bad? It is isn’t it? I just want something, then go out, and buy it. I love online
stores like Princess Polly”.
Trust us, you’ll not only be the best dressed in the room but also the most e
co-concious and isn’t that something to wear on your sleeve proudly!
She isnt’t the only one.
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Satin nights with Pearl & M
With nearly a year of being in the business and more to come, join Pearl and
M on their journey on how they started and what they expect to achieve.

S

ipping on champagne and staring into space,
Melati smiled before she started talking
“A journalism grad and a mother of four sip
on one too many champagnes. What happens next?” Melati Cordell says.

I direct messaged the
Instagram page of Pearl
& M last week, hoping I could interview the
founder. I did not expect
a response at well or I
thought if I got a response it would be in a
couple of days. But surprisingly in less than an hour, Melati,
the co-founder of the brand
replied. Needless to say, I was
shocked.

STELLA McCARTNEY
We believe in respecting the environment and working with nature instead of against it.

Shop the latest collection in-stores or www.stellamccartney.com

By Orinaemi Davies
how to use environmentally friendly materials for
the designs.
Each and every Pearl & M garment is made by myself and business partner Louise.”
Before Melati became a designer and co-founder of
the label, she was a just a normal university graduate that had an office
work life. On Instagram,
pictures of the models
wearing the designs are
posted on the page. Her partner in
pearl & M and aunt Louise is a mom
of four and a designer and founder
of a business. We love to see it.
According to The Cut magazine in a
2016 article Stella McCartney said
“fashion really is getting away with
murder,” and that “fashion is one of
the most harmful industries on the
planet. She also believes that people are more aware of that now.

With only being in business
for less than a year, Pearl & M
already has over a thousand
followers on Instagram.

Sustainable and ethical fashion is
now becoming a fast trend in the
fashion industry especially after
the research from Dames Ellen
MacArthur’s foundation reported
in 2017 that fashion made more
carbon emissions than air
travel, about 1.2 billion a year.
Fast fashion is a threat to the
environment – Pearl & M is
just a label working towards
slow fashion improving the
planet one step at a time.

Pearl & M is an Australian
handmade fashion label all
about designing clothes
designed for everybody.
Image provided by Pearl & M

The label was launched
in November 2018, it is
not even a year old yet
and already prides itself
organic linen and vegan
satin.
The label has been designing and selling clothes/
accessories for also a year
now and focuses on making
sure their designs are trendy for years to come and

of

Hopefully, more brands
would turn to the ethical
and sustainable standards
designing and production.
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“The two main aspects that I believe need
a change in the fashion industry is the environmental cost and the human cost.”
Image photography MontyLov on Unsplash

Her favourite outfit screams comfort. Any cool and
comfy and paired with ‘sneaks.’
Fast forward to 2019, the fashion industry has more
environment and animal-friendly fashion brands and
Pearl & M is among.
The process of starting the brand involved a lot of
failures that took years until they were perfect the
brand to their level.
“All jokes aside our process was a lot more complicated than that. Rather our brand is a reflection of
years of planning, imagination, trial and error.”
“Handmade and cultivated to be our personal
dream dress (and we hope yours too) our garments
are no accident,” she says.
Though the brand is ethically on the right path, she
feels like a hypocrite at times and that’s one of the
main reasons that Pearl & M creates timeless, staple
pieces designed to outlast trends.
One garbage truck of textiles is either burned or
thrown away every second according to another
research done by Ellen MacArthur’s foundation.
That is the effect of fast fashion but Melati says that
they decided to join the slow fashion market because they can make clothes that would still be in
trend and worn in the next 20 years. At least that is
their goal.

“I ask myself; how can I say I want to
minimise fashion consumerism and then
contribute to the industry by designing
and selling clothes?”

The label’s main item is the simple satin dress that
can be worn casually or fancily depending on the
occasion. Also included are floral and satin maxi
“The two main aspects that I believe need a change skirts. The brand source their fabrics from ethical
in the fashion industry is the environmental cost and fabric manufacturers. The satin used for the “original dress” is vegan.
the human cost.”
“I ask myself; how can I say I want to minimise fashMelati being a former journalism student was hapion consumerism and then contribute to the induspy to jump on board for the interview and pretty
try by designing and selling clothes?”
excited about it. She used a lot of “cute” emojis and
exclamation marks to portray her excitement. She is
“Handmade and cultivated to be our
bubbly and lovely and very down to earth.
Her business partner, Louise, who is also an amazing sewer taught her to sew. He has always been
interested in fashion and grew up sewing her own
clothes.

personal dream dress (and we hope
yours too) our garments are no accident,”
“Throughout our design process, we always consider what fabric will not only look amazing in this
design but what fabric will feel good and is good

to use.”
However, Melati explains that though the journey
has been rewarding and fun, there are still challenges that an ethical and sustainable brand as
Pearl & M still faces.
“I think the hardest challenge as an ethical/slow
fashion designer is competing with the fast-fashion industry giants. Being an ethically produced
brand means there are no short cuts,” she said.
“As our collection has grown, we have used organic linen and batik that “Throughout our design
process, we always consider what fabric will not
only look amazing in this design but what fabric
will feel good and is good to use.”

Stella Mccartney is a sustainable brand as well.
“As our collection has grown, we have used organic
linen and batik that is all naturally dyed,” she says.
I am just typing here to fill the space, hahaha.
She believes that she alone can’t change the
fashion industry but by joining the community of
designers who operate in the slow fashion industry
– together they can make a difference.
As a lover of justifiably environmental fashion
brands, Melati wants people to know that contrary
to popular opinions, sustainable fashion can be
affordable and helps makes a difference in the
fashion industry.

However, Melati explains that though the journey
has been rewarding and fun, there are still challenges that an ethical and sustainable brand as
Pearl & M still faces.

“As our collection has grown, we have
used organic linen and batik that is all
naturally dyed,” she says.

“I think the hardest challenge as an ethical/slow
fashion designer is competing with the fast-fashion industry giants. Being an ethically produced
brand means there are no short cuts,” she said.

Melati’s favourite sustainable fashion labels other
than hers are Jackfruit the label, which an underwear brand and Veggie Thread, which has more
options such as T-shirts, coats, dresses and pants.

Top 10 sustainable fashion podcasts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Disruptors for GOOD
Fashion in Threads
The Denim & Boots Podcast
Big Closet Small Planet
Wardrobe Crisis
Low Tox Life
Conscious Chatter
Wear Your Values
Pre-Loved Podcast
Fashion Unzipped
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AXE THE TAX

Image: MicoMoto

Here at ecoICON we believe in using fashion as a way of expressing yourself and your beliefs.
That is why we can’t get enough of designer Emma Hutton. She crafted a whole collection in
protest of the tampon tax.

Image: MicoMoto

Image :Matty briggs
photo cred: cameron ross

Image: MicoMoto
Studio kit photography

Studio kit photography
Studio kit photography

amber maree photography

Image: MicoMoto

Image: MicoMoto

Hutton worked tirelessy with fashion stylist Melanie Billings and several photographers to shoot the entire campaign. Since then spreads have
been posted in indie magazines like Sticks & Stones Agency and several influential people have been spotted on catwalks wearing the line.
Individual photo credit as captioned.

photo cred: cameron ross
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Melbourne’s second-hand sensation Mutual Muse finds it’s business-identity and
consciousness in it’s creator Kirsta Hawkins WRITES CHRISTIAN BRADFORD

A

s someone who frequently shows up late to
events and gatherings because I’m not happy with the outfit I’m wearing, it’s a little bit
nerve wracking sitting across from Kirsta. After all
it’s literally her job to judge articles of clothing, determining whether it’s worthy to hang inside of her
store - Mutual Muse. My fashion-anxiety is quickly put
at ease as I engage in the first pieces of conversation
with Kirsta while we set up and get seated in a small
back-room of Mutual Muse’s Brunswick store.
Perhaps because I’m so conscious of my own style - it
seems natural that I ask Kirsta on her own. After all,
what with having all the choice at her fingertips. But
despite having first bite at the apple, Kirsta refrains
from indulging herself at the expense of her business.
“I’m really picky personally,” she admits, “Once you
see as many clothes as I do, you’re kind of numb to it.
You just get better at saying no to things.” It’s a lesson
I’m trying to learn myself.

Image: www.mutualmuse.net

We discuss the trend of the life-uniform. Kirsta is
something of a partial subscriber, I learn. Often opting for the simple yet dapper white-and-black striped
shirt and simple black pants as she has today. The

simplicity never comes off
as boring however - it’s all
well-fitted and accented by
the odd small tattoo poking
out from her sleeves, or her
green, slightly-translucent
glasses frames.
“Well I didn’t have any background in business ownership or fashion at all, I just
grew up shopping in op
shops” explains Kirsta of
Mutual Muse’s conception.
“Consignment stores are a
lot more common in America. My mum would take
me to consignment stores
all the time and so it just
seemed like a really normal thing to me to always buy
second hand.”

“...I didn’t have any background
in business ownership or fashion
at all, I just grew
up shopping in op
shops...”
“I moved to Australia about
8 years ago and was looking
for something like (Mutual Muse) and there weren’t
really any options.” Kirsta
recalls, “There were vintage
stores but I felt like they
were too expensive - spending 80 bucks on a vintage top
just felt outrageous to me”
“I was working in childcare

Image:www.mutualmuse.ne

Breathing new life
into old clothes

is very much reliant on their community for their
success, buying pieces for the store from punters
who come in with their bags of pre-loved fashion
pieces. In return they can receive cash or in-store
credit (many sellers are also buyers).
“You can usually tell pretty quickly what kind of bag
it’s gonna be like” Kirsta explains of her selection
criteria, “We’re really principly looking for a nice
hand feel - if that makes any sense.”
“So like you pick up a piece of polyester clothing it feels like plastic” Kirsta twists her fingers in her
hands as she speaks as if holding an imaginary shirt
in them, “But if you pick up a nice linen or something
you’re like ‘Mmmm that’s nice’ and so you’re kind of
just looking for that feeling of quality”
There is a list of some of their favourite brands Gorman and Country Road being amongst their
most popular but “it’s just like a framework”, explains Kirsta. “It’s flexible, it’s intuitive.” That being
said, exceptions can be made for particularly dazzling
pieces - be they polyester or otherwise, “The rules
are made to be broken for sure.”

Choosing good quality is not just an ethical choice,
but a logically sound one also. “We look for high
quality clothes because low quality fast fashion has a
low resale value,” explains Kirsta, “we normally look
for a 30% of the retail value. So if it’s $40 new it’s
at the time, which was like the least glamorous job
only worth $10-12 and that’s not worth our time.”
you could have” Kirsta recalls. There seems little hint
of regret at leaving her old profession. “I was pregHowever Mutual Muse hasn’t always had the benefit
nant at the time too. I hated my job so much but I
of second hand clothing being on-trend.
think because I hated it so passionately it really made
“When I started it took a long time to teach people
me think about what I want to do with my life”
that buying second hand wasn’t dirty or weird. Kirsta
tells, “I’ve been in vocal arguments with people in the
“But I always thought ‘I could never do that’, ‘that’s
store before because they’re like ‘this is disgusting’.
not a respectable thing to do’ or something” Kirsta
But those people who a couple of years ago might
explains. And there was never a guarantee of such
have been totally freaked out by second hand clothsuccess that she now has. No benefit of hindsight.
ing are now some of our best customers”
“And I had never owned a business or anything like
that” Kirsta explains, “But it just really caught me and
“...it took a long time to teach
I couldn’t think about anything else”

people that buying second

“I started selling in markets 6 months to a year beforehand - I had tried to do a website which horribly hand wasn’t dirty or weird.”
failed - and then I was like ‘oh markets are a thing
maybe I’ll try markets’.” Eventually after success at But it’s not just blue skies ahead for the hand-memultiple markets Kirsta found a store up for lease, down industry. “I find the quality in op shops is really
starting to go downhill” notes Kirsta. When I joke
and opened their first location in Thornbury.
that maybe that’s because of stores like Mutual Muse,
A major factor of what defines Mutual Muse’s success Kirsta is pretty quick off the mark. ‘I don’t think so, I
is the quality of what hangs in the store. Mutual Muse just think there’s more crap now”. It’s a point that’s
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begun to publish her own musings (pardon the pun)
on such topics in the hope that encourages activism
and discussion for the environment.

Image: Christian Bradford

And for the more immediate future of Mutual Muse?
Kirsta hopes to open another location in Melbourne’s
West, possibly even in Sydney if all goes well. The future looks bright for Mutual Muse. Let’s hope so for
our sake at least. Because we need what it’s doing.

hard to argue with. “And all of that stuff is clogging up the op shops”

Mutual Muse
hello@mutualmuse.net
THORNBURY
687 High St, Thornbury VIC 3071
Phone: (03) 9480 5680
BRUNSWICK
171A Sydney Rd, Brunswick VIC 3056
Phone: (03) 9380 6084

It’s this self-awareness of the industry that Kirsta
has which no doubt forged Mutual Muse’s identity
and helped to set it apart from many of her competition. “I mean fashion is the number two worse
polluting industry in the world and the waste issue is just one aspect of that” Kirsta informs me.
You’d be forgiven for thinking it’s this passion that
Kirsta clearly has for these issues that begun her
journey with Mutual Muse - but rather it’s come
as a result. “Honestly when I started I just liked
second hand clothes but now I’m really passionate about it and I love to talk to people about it”
she states. “I mean I used to love shopping at Forever 21 (something of a American Supre equivalent) because I was like you can buy so much stuff
for $100 it’s a great idea! You just don’t know any
better, and then you get a little bit older. It’s a
maturity thing

FENTY BEAUTY

“...fashion is the number two
worse polluting industry in the
world...”

Image: Chrsitian Bradford

While Kirsta has more than made up for her past
sins, but she isn’t stopping there. On top of simply
being a point of sale, Mutual Muse is also helping
to further such discussion. “We didn’t have the
internet like we do now” she states, “(Climate
Change) wasn’t so immediately obvious to me
that it was such a big issue. Now young people
are doing amazing things with awareness and activism - it’s very exciting to see”. Kirsta herself has

By Rihanna
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Can the fast fashion
industry ever be
sustainable?
Words ASTRIL ANDRADES | Photos TYNIQUE DIMCEVSKA

Tynique Dimcevska explores India’s textile industry and fast fashion houses. She
was immersed in learning both the good and bad sides around the fashion industry.

M

onday was Earth Day, a reminder to think
consciously about what we eat, what we buy and
how much waste we generate everyday. Issues like
climate change or accidents in fashion industries
are not new, like the one in Bangladesh factory
that caused 1,1100 deaths. We embrace it as our
quota of daily news and move on.
Climate change has given rise to climate strike all
around the world.
A pioneer youth environmental activist Greta
Thungberg is raising global awareness about
climate change and holding politicians accountable
for their lack of action. Moreover, she is leading
the UN Youth Climate Summit in the US on 21st
September 2019. Since she started her journey,

PUMA x FENTY
shop shoes at puma.com.au

she is an example to youths around the world.
“Right now, we are ignoring natural climate solutions,” said Thunberg to the Guardian.

“...t-shirts at fast fashion
houses (like H&M) being
priced at $4.00 and being
coloured with chemical
dyes.”
“We spend 1,000 times more on global fossil fuels
subsidies than on nature-based solutions. This is
your money, it is your taxes, and your savings.”
In Melbourne, CERES Global is an organisation
that organises travel with purpose initiatives to
India, “Sustainable Fashion in India.”
It is a 10-day trip exploring fashion through a
sustainability lens.
Recently, Tynique Dimcevska went on a Sustainable Fashion India trip with CERES Global to understand the fashion industry and workshopping
ways to make it more sustainable.
Tynique is studying Master of Global Media Communication at the University of Melbourne.
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She says, “I have an interest in sustainability, I love
fashion and I am passionate about telling important stories, so thought it was the perfect opportunity.”

men in the sweltering heat, wearing sandals, tshirts and shorts, processing cow hides to make
leather.

“The smell of the chemicals
and the sight of the sparks
During her time in India with the
“The negatives of
almost burning the workers’
Global team, she went to Kolkata,
legs was something I can not
Darjeeling and Auroville. In Kolkthe
fashion
industry
unsee,” she exclaimed. On the
ata, she describes that she got an
understanding of the impact of
definitely outweigh contrary, she got to visit sustainable fashion organisations/
the fast fashion industry on the
the positives...”
houses like Biome, Door of
local people and the environment.
Mai and Brown Boy who are
doing all they can to make a
“This opened my eyes to the
positive impact on workers
harsh reality that comes as a
and the environment through fashion.
result of t-shirts at fast fashion houses (like H&M)
being priced at $4.00 and being coloured with
She also got to visit ESEDS School of Design
chemical dyes.”
which teaches sustainable fashion as part of its
curriculum.
Up in the Himalayan foothills is a town called
Darjeeling where she got to see traditional
Tibetan practices of weaving and understand
the way slow fashion works. There she met a
fourth-generation tailor who told her that the
craft is dying as less people are getting individual
and custom clothing.

power of women in change and future prospects in making the sustainable fashion industry
more dominant.”
She believes fast fashion has some positives,
such as; it fuels capitalism and gives people a
choice in what they want to wear; it makes
fashion cheap and affordable.
With a feeling of dismay she adds, “The negatives of the fashion industry definitely outweigh
the positives. The negatives include; exploitation
of workers as they are working in bad conditions for little money, pesticide dealers ripping
off cotton farmers resulting in thousands of
farmer suicides each year, pollution of water
because of chemical dyes, cancerous chemicals
being exposed to our skin (the largest breathing organ in our body) and surplus waste going
to landfill.”
Listening to her, reminded me of the trending
hashtag #WhoMadeMyClothes.
I asked her if we can make a difference and
raise awareness by using this hashtag.

“It is an important hashtag which clears the
blurred lines between manufacturer and consumer. If the public wants [to know] information, eventually big companies will have to own
up to their actions, because their silence is even
more detrimental to their public image.”
CERES Global team is working with Fashion
Revolution India and Portugal to create this
awareness.
Who made my clothes? Is this made of organic
cotton? Is this made with natural dyes? How
much are the workers getting paid? Is it sustainable to grow cotton in the country that this
cotton was grown in? Do I need new clothes
or can I get my old ones altered? Is this product
good quality and will it last me a long time?
She encourages everyone to ask these questions when buying new clothes.
“How many hands had to touch the piece of
fabric they are putting on their body. We can
consider each dollar we spent on fashion a vote
for what we believe in- who are you voting for
and how much do you want to support them?”

This showed her what impact these big fast fashion houses had on the changing fashion industry.
“It meant that he (tailor) would probably be the
last in his family line to work in the craft.”
Ceres Global’s website mentions that the main
aim of the trip was to reimagine current notions
of fashion and explore fashion through sustainability lens.
Tynique agrees to its aim and says that the trip
gave her an in-depth understanding of the fashion
industry now, how it got to where it is and the
impact it is having on people and the environment.
She recalls visiting the River Ganges that is used as
a body of life for a majority of people in India.

It also showed her how to move away from the
current model and the steps to transition into a
more sustainable model.

“It was confronting as it is highly polluted- 80%
of which comes from chemicals spilling from the
fashion industry,” she said.
However, one of the most influential visits on her
trip in Kolkata was to a tannery, where she saw

Auroville in South India was her last stop.
She says, “As a sustainable city, Auroville is full of
places pioneering sustainable fashion concepts.
I learned a lot about organic cotton growing, the
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